
MP552 Cavity Barrier

Installation Guidelines

Contact our technical/sales team: 0161 447 8320

COMPRESSION

Barriers are to be installed under a 
specific level of compression:
• 15mm compression
 (50mm to 150mm cavities) or
• 20mm compression
 (151mm to 175mm cavities)

50mm cavity
(65mm wide barrier

under 15mm compression)

50mm

CUTTING

When cutting barriers to size (along 
the length of the barrier) the steps 
detailed in the following guide are to 
be observed:

This example is for a 65mm wide x 
65mm high barrier (i.e.50mm cavity) 
being required at 800mm long

Create a slit at the end of the polythene sleeve1

Carefully remove the mineral fibre core of the barrier2
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Trim to the required length (800mm)3

Once the mineral fibre core is correctly trimmed, 
re-insert back into the polythene sleeve

4

Cut the polythene sleeve approx. 100mm longer 
than the new barrier length (i.e. 900mm)

5 Fold the excess polythene (100mm) around to 
the back of the barrier

6

Fix the overlap with staple and/or suitable tape.7

If using tape, ensure this does not 
compresses or deform the mineral fibre 
element inside the barrier

8



DO NOT allow gaps between barriers

DO NOT bend a barrier to get it round a corner

DO NOT ‘chamfer’ corners at 45o

DO’S and DON’TS

300mm Mayplas MP552
Barrier ends are sealed by the 

production process

300mm Mayplas MP552
cut tightly into the vertical infill

DO ensure that cavity barriers are tightly fitted 
and the compression obtained matches the 
requirements for the cavity

DO ensure tight 90° butt joints at corners

Rather than cutting barriers to size, for example 
around a window frame, it may be more cost effective 
to install an ‘oversail’ end to the barrier at the corner 
locations. This will not only ensure a tight butt joint is 
achieved but eradicate the need to cut the horizontal 
barriers to size.
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IMPORTANT: The information provided within this document is believed 
correct and to the best of our available knowledge as at its revision date. 
The information should only be used as guidance for safe handling, 
use, processing, storage, transportation and disposal and should not be 
considered as obligation in respect of warranty of (technical) performance, 
quality (specification) or suitability for any particular application. It is strongly 
recommended that prospective users test a sample of product under their own 
conditions to satisfy themselves of its suitability for an intended purpose and 
that expert advice be sought where different applications are contemplated, or 
where the extent of any application is in doubt. Due to our policy of continuous 
improvement we reserve the right to alter or amend published specification or 
design without prior notice. Reproduction of any part of this publication in any 
manner is not permitted without our prior written consent.

0161 447 8320

sales@mayplas.co.uk

www.mayplas.co.uk
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